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		Build powerful Robots and IoT solutions using Intel Edison

	
		About This Book

		
			Learn to build advanced level robots with Intel Edison and Arduino
	
			Efficiently build and program home automation and IoT projects with Intel Edison
	
			Master the skills of creating enticing projects with Intel Edison.


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		If you are a hobbyist, robot engineer, IoT enthusiast, programmer, or developer who wants to create autonomous projects with Intel Edison, then this book is for you. Prior programming knowledge would be beneficial.

	
		What You Will Learn

		
			Program your device using the Arduino processor language, Python, and Node.js
	
			Interface different sensors with the Intel Edison
	
			Build a home automation system using MQTT, Android, and WPF
	
			Perform face detection using Intel Edison
	
			Develop a high-speed line follower robot
	
			Control a robot using a PC application and an custom controller


	
		In Detail

	
		Change the way you look at embedded electronics with Intel Edison. It is a small computing platform packed with a set of robust features to deliver hands-on performance, durability, and software support.

	
		This book is a perfect place to kickstart development and rapid prototyping using Intel Edison. It will start by introducing readers to the Intel Edison board and explaining how to get started with it. You will learn how to build a mini weather station, which will help you to acquire temperature and smoke level and push it to the IoT platform. Then you will see how to build a home automation device and control your appliances using an Android app. Furthermore, we
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Encyclopedia of Materials Characterization: Surfaces, Interfaces, Thin Films (Materials Characterization Series)Butterworth-Heinemann, 1992

	Encyclopedia of Materials Characterization is a comprehensive volume on analytical techniques used in materials science for the characterization of surfaces, interfaces and thin films. This flagship volume in the Materials Characterization Series is a unique, stand-alone reference for materials science practitioners, process engineers,...
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Applied Data MiningCRC Press, 2013

	
		Data mining has witnessed substantial advances in recent decades. New research questions and practical challenges have arisen from emerging areas and applications within the various fields closely related to human daily life, e.g. social media and social networking. This book aims to bridge the gap between traditional data mining and...
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VMware ESXi 5.1 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	VMware ESXi 5.1 is written in a Cookbook style, learn through practical real world recipes and examples.

	

	VMware ESXi 5.1 Cookbook is written for technical professionals with system administration skills and foundation knowledge of virtualization and who need to learn about the installation, configuration, and administration...
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Unity Android Game Development by Example Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	Absolute beginners to designing games for Android will find this book is their passport to quick results. Lots of handholding and practical exercises using Unity 3D makes learning a breeze.


	Overview

	
		Enter the increasingly popular mobile market and create games using Unity 3D and Android
	...
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MATLAB Optimization TechniquesApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...
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Core Java 2, Volume 1: Fundamentals (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2000
Ask any experienced Java programmer,     Core Java delivers the real-world guidance      you need to accomplish even the most challenging tasks That's why it's been      an international best seller for five straight years.     Core Java 2, Volume 1-Fundamentals...
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